THE CONTENT STUDIO
Connecting your business to our audience
through the power of storytelling

WHY YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS A STORY

Educate your target
audience directly

Raise awareness for your
service & product

What is a Sponsored Story?

What’s in a Story?

• A canvas to tell your story via
a dedicated article on Fairfax’s
websites and in our newspapers

• Content that we write on your
behalf which aligns to the values
and interest of your business

• Stories that are relevant for your
audience and customers

• Your story will be published online
to our mastheads (of your choice)
and run over a course of time
determined between you and your
Fairfax point of contact

• Stories created in the same look,
feel and tone as our editorial

• Optional visual storytelling
elements such as image galleries
and infographics are available
• Your brand’s advertising on the
article page is also an option

Establish your business
through thought leadership
amongst your competitors

Build positive sentiment
toward your business
and your brand

How do we drive
engagement?

How long are stories live for,
and do we get to keep them?

• We guarantee a number of page
views and article views during the
campaign

• All campaigns can start at a
minimum of 4 weeks, but we
encourage you to consider
a campaign which runs for 3
months minimum to ensure strong
engagement with your article and
branding awareness

• Leverage our social platforms and
editorial promotional channels

HOW WE CREATE YOUR STORY
The team of writers in our Content Studio will work with your business to
develop content that will connect in a meaningful way with our readers.
Through a variety of storytelling devices - including interactive graphics,
photo galleries, listicles, maps, quizzes, social media posts and traditional
reads, we can align your brand with content that is both informative and
entertaining. Overseas research shows this is one of the best ways to build

a positive and “likeable” brand image, raise awareness of the products and
services you offer and inﬂuence a customer’s buying decisions. The Content
Studio can help you reach your target audience by publishing content across
our websites or in our newspapers, and can even help you with writing
projects for your own company with newsletters, press releases and reports.

Sponsored Content

Advertiser Content

Marketing Content

• Sponsored content aligns to the values and
interests of an advertiser but not necessarily
about the advertiser or even the product
they’re selling. It is content that our readers
will want to consume, that will engage them

• Aligned to the values, interests and audience
of an advertiser. About the advertiser or
product they’re selling

• Our Content Studio can produce content for
a customer independent of our publishing
platforms; for example, writing for customer
websites, social media posts, annual reports,
newsletters, press releases

• Fitting with expected standards, style and
tone so that readers will come across the
content as part of their natural reading habits
• Editorially driven to ensure it matches our
brand and is relevant to our audience

• Fitting with expected standards, style and
tone so that readers will come across the
content as part of their natural reading habits
• Advertiser driven the content strategy may
be developed with the journalist but the
advertiser has sign-off on the ﬁnal product

• It could include writing a story to be
published as part of a display advertisement
across in ACM mastheads

WHO CAN WE SHARE YOUR STORY WITH?
The choice is yours! Localised to network-wide.

Print:
4.1 Million
Readers

Digital:
3.6 Million
Readers

Combined:
6.9 Million
Readers

Regional:
6.6 Million
Readers

Suburban:
900,000
Readers

Source: Total monthly audience – emmaTM conducted by Ipsos media for the 12 months ending October 2018

Agricultural
821,000
Readers

HOW CAN WE
SHARE YOUR STORY
There are many ways we can present our
customers’ stories online to make something as
individual and engaging as they are.
Speciﬁcally designed sponsored editorial content
which resonates with readers is a fantastic way for
your business to get your message and brand out

there while providing an enjoyable experience for
your target audience.
Here are some methods we have used to tell
stories. Each can be adapted to address your
special needs and shine light on areas of your
business rarely illuminated.

HOW CAN WE SHARE YOUR STORY?
Long read articles

Short read articles

Visit Canberra ran a number of large digital
campaigns using many of the content
products we offer. One of the most effective
for them was the long read story of 800-1000
words with images, galleries and interviews
creating a vibe for Canberra.

Short read articles of between 300-600 words are a
great way to tell an informative story also

A long read is also a useful tool to present a
“step-by-step” guide to a subject.

HOW CAN WE SHARE YOUR STORY?
Social Media - Co-Branded Facebook Ads

Listicles

Co-branded Facebook Ads can be used to raise awareness and help
drive reader traffi c to the online content. The posts appear outside of
a masthead’s regular news feed but include the masthead’s name. The
customer must have a Facebook page as well and is included in a “with
partner” line on the post. The post is labelled “sponsored” and can be
targeted to reach certain demographics.

Listicles are a way to tell a story quickly and often with humour and lots
of color. They are a playful and informative way to engage readers with
information in bite size pieces.

HOW CAN WE SHARE YOUR STORY?
Competitions

Timelines

Competitions are a great way to invite engagement with content that
links to a sponsor. A story can be added to the competition page to add
substance and background. The competition can run alone or as part of
a bigger campaign such as it did for Mojo Health. Social media is a great
way to further promote competitions.

Timelines are a great interactive device
to keep readers engaged longer on
the page as they click through each
stage along the line. Videos can be
added to timelines, which makes them a
wonderful choice for customers whose
businesses involve music and movement.
To give variety, a combination of stills
and video can be used.

HOW CAN WE SHARE YOUR STORY?
Image Gallery

Polls

Image Galleries can stand alone or
work well as part of a long read story
and are a simple yet effective way to
engage readers.

Polls can be added to the bottom of any story to increase reader
interaction and to reveal attitudes that may be of interest to advertisers.

HOW CAN WE SHARE YOUR STORY?
Interactive graphics

Maps

Done for the NSW Police force, these interactive graphics were done to
demonstrate the steps in a drug investigation and how to spot a drug
house. These types of graphics can be produced for any client.

Fusion maps or Pushpin maps are an interactive tool that can
be used as part of a bigger story or as a standalone piece.

HOW CAN WE SHARE YOUR STORY?
Video

Landing pages

We can embed a short video of your choice into an existing story
campaign. Videos can be provided by the customer and the content
studio will embed them into your article.

For a big campaign we can build a landing page to house all the related
content together. The landing page will have a click-through pointer in
a designated spot on the front page of the website. In order to justify
a landing page, a commitment of 9 pieces of content is required.
This can include stories, galleries, multimedia or interactives. Display
advertisements can be sold directly to these landing pages, giving the
customer an added presence.

REACH & ENGAGEMENT OF YOUR STORY
To ensure your story gets a quality level of reach & engagement across our
audience, we work with our main content distribution partner, Polar. Polar is a
technology platform that is designed exclusively for distributing our premium
branded content. This allows us to optimise the performance of your article

and make sure we are delivering your campaign the best possible way to your
target audience via premium on-site placements. We can also provide content
analytics and reporting as part of your campaign investment at request.

Your Story

ACM On-site Premium
Network Mastheads

Polar technology to push
content to premium
placements across
ACM mastheads

Co-Branded
Facebook Ads

Native advertising platform
partner to push content
across ACM network

LET US TELL YOUR STORY
YOUR WAY, YOUR MARKET
Australian Community Media is made up of more
than 200 leading rural and regional newspapers and
community-based websites, serving millions of people
in every state and territory across Australia. Our proudly
independent journalism has been a trusted local voice
keeping audience informed for more than 180 years.
We also specialise in events, research for local, regional
and agricultural communities as well as digital ventures.

Connect with me to discuss
your content studio
campaign -

